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DRAFT AGENDA

10:00 – Tuesday, 19 November 2013

W.1. Opening of WASSC meeting    G. Bruno (A/SH-WES)
W.2. Chairman’s remarks    G. Williams
W.3. Adoption of agenda for the WASSC Meeting    For approval    G. Williams
W.4. Administrative arrangements for the meeting    For information    G. Siraky
W.5. Report from 35th meeting    For approval    G. Siraky
W.6. Status of actions arising from WASSC35    For information    G. Siraky
W.7. Waste Safety Standards status and future steps    For information    G. Siraky

W.8. Review of documents for approval

W8.1. DS441  Draft Safety Guide: Construction for Nuclear Installations    For approval for submission to CSS    F. Jiang

W.9. Discussion on documents for approval

W9.1  DS427  Draft Safety Guide on Radiological Environmental Impact Assessment    For discussion    D. Telleria

W.10. General session

W.10.1  Feedback from WASSC members on implementation of IAEA Safety Standards    For information    WASSC members
W.10.1(a)  Experience in UK    S. Griffiths
W.10.2  Reports from WASSC members on past accidents and remediation activities    For information
W.10.2(a)  From the Goiania Accident    M. Leal
W.10.3  Reports from International Organizations    For information    WASSC Observers
W.10.3(a)  Latest developments at the EU    C. Necheva
| W.10.4 | PRISM2 – generic example for a safety case | For information | K. Moeller |
| W.10.5 | 2nd Report to WASSC on the development of a document on Intermediate Level Waste Disposal | For information | Y. Kumano |
| W.10.6 | Report on the results of the TM on the development, test and comparison of models for public and environmental exposure – Modelling data for Radiological Impact Assessment Programme (MODARIA) | For information | G. Proehl |

### W.11. Other Business

| W.11.1 | Feedback from the WG of WASSC on the future of the WSSs development | G. Williams |
| W.11.2 | Preparation of the Sixth Three-Year Report | For discussion and providing input | G. Williams | WASSC members |

### W.12. Conclusions of the session

G. Williams